
Case Study: 
Wefox

Find out how we‘ve helped 
wefox build concise 
customer journeys. 



The status quo
Wefox is a digital all-in-one insurance solution. Wefox 
simplifies the handling of insurance for consumers, for brokers 
and for insurers. In their digital marketplace, wefox brings 
consumers, brokers and insurers together quickly, easily and 
independently of time and place – digitally and personally.

The goal was to create a comprehensive study 
on wefox’s digital customer journeys and analyze 
them to find optimization potential. Additionally, 

marketing and branding ideas were welcomed.

The Goal



The Process
We approached this project as we approach every project: we take an 
unbiased, curious position to thoroughly study the domain, test the status 
quo, come up with bold ideas and try to falsify our theses. Before every 
project we’re looking to build a diverse team (that solely focues on this 
specific project) to create contradition, which further accelerates creativity.

Deep Study

Falsification and Confirmation of Theses

Unbiased Testing

Creative Problem Solving



The Results
The Sign-Up 
Journey
The sign-up process needs to 
be as simple and convenient 
as possible to increase 
conversions while still 
educating future users about 
the functionalities of the app.  



Onboarding 
Process

In this phase of the customer 
journey, it‘s important to ask as 

few questions as possible to 
keep the user engaged. Also, 

we found a way to solve the 
problem of a low opt-in rate.

Enter 
Phone-number

Confirm 
code

Set preferences 
(opt-in stage)

Get a taste of 
the Newsletter

Select desired 
action



The welcome 
experience
As the insurance industry 
suffers from a record-
breaking low customer 
involvement rate, every 
touchpoint needs to cheer 
customers up and try to make 
them happy.



Gamification 
& Engagement

The very important feature of 
the insurance check has been 

redesigned to further improve 
its completion rate. Here, 

elements of gamification are 
crucial to keep useres engaged.

Read about 
data privacy

Answer 
questions

Success 
screen

View 
results

Go straight 
to the offer



Dashboards 
and innovation
The wefox app advertises bringing 
order into your insurance chaos. 
Therefore, this order needs to be 
reflected in the app design to 
make people feel at ease. 
Furthermore, we created product 
innovation, which is coupled with 
a corresponding marketing 
campaign.



Marketing 
Campaign
The wefox savings 
Marketing campaign is 
directed towards the price 
sensitive audience. It can 
be microtargeted to 
different people for further 
maximising its potential.

View the add Click on C2A
Visit 

Landingpage
Do the insurance 

check
Save money 
immediately





Landing 
Page
We completely restructured 
wefoxs whole landing page to 
increase the conversion rate. 
The centric alignment of the 
elements trigger peace of 
mind and order – emotions 
that the app tries to awake. 

Also, the narrative of 
disruption is constructed here 
to associate wefoxs product 
with the convenience of Uber, 
Airbnb, revolut etc.  



Benefits 
of the app
Suprisingly, the Generation Z 
still has high demand for 
personal insurance brokers. 
This is why this feature needs 
to be listed at the top. 

Security badges can 
sometimes trigger the 
association of a credit card, 
which can make users think 
that the service isn‘t free. 
That‘s why we gave these 
badges context. 



Buildung trust & 
taking away 
doubts
At this point it‘s key to convince 
landing page visitors with real, 
authentic social proof. 
Ideal are posts in social networks 
that can independently be looked 
up and verified. 



Taking away 
real doubts
The FAQ section is there to take 
away real doubts and not to ask 
pseudo-questions to advertise 
the service or product. This is 
why it‘s very important to figure 
out the real questions that 
people may have at this stage. 
This is what we did. 



Enter name
Enter phone 

number
Validate 

Code Done!
Onboarding 

process



Big Data  
Analysis

Term: „App“

Term: „Allianz“

Term: „Insurance“

With a web crawler tool 
and artificial intelligence, 
we were able to build 
this network graph that 
depicts the insurance 
landscape in the media. 



Mapping out the 
customer journey
At this stage, we are mapping out the basic fundament of a 
digital customer journey. In the case of wefox, the customer 
journey started with lead acqusition and „ended“ in the app. 

This customer journey was 
made to specifically fit the 

marketing campaign.



Overview Result:

Process:Goal:
Develop Marketing ideas 
and analyze all existing 
customer journeys 

One week of deep studying 
followed by two more weeks 
dedicated to testing, 
designing and innovating.

A full Marketing Study that 
includes more topics that 
were asked for – everything 
realized in 3 weeks. 


